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Vincent Van Gogh

1993

dutch postimpressionist vincent van gogh became famous for his use of color distinctive brushstrokes and

thick paint in his paintings of peasant life nature scenes landscapes and self portraits this biography

discusses van gogh s childhood education missionary work early struggles with perspective and proportion

influence of artists camille corot and jean francois millet introduction to oil painting support from his

brother theo time in arles with artist paul gauguin influence of japanese prints and travels through belgium

england and france sidebars a glossary an index and a phonetics section accompany easy to read text

and full color reproductions of van gogh s artwork including portrait of the artist without his beard vincent s

bedroom in arles the potato eaters starry night and the red vineyard

Vincent Van Gogh

2006-08-15

an abridged edition of the complete six volume publication vincent van gogh the letters the complete

illustrated and annotated edition 2009 title page verso

Ever Yours

2013-12-01

the incarnation of the myth of a cursed artist vincent van gogh 1853 1890 is a legend who became a

reference for modern art an expressionist during the post impressionist movement his art was

misunderstood during his lifetime in holland he partook in the dutch realist painting movement by studying

peasant characters anxious and depressed vincent van gogh produced more than 2000 artworks yet sold

only one in his lifetime a self made artist his work is known for its rough and emotional beauty and is

amongst the most popular in the art market today

Vincent van Gogh

2014-02-14

presents a collection of the drawings of vincent van gogh providing images of his works in charcoal chalk

ink graphite and watercolor and including essays the place each drawing in its historical context explaining

its significance

Vincent Van Gogh

1978



the general outlines of vincent van gogh s life the early difficulties in holland and paris the revelatory

impact of the move to provence the attacks of madness and despair that led to his suicide are almost as

familiar as his paintings yet neither the paintings nor van gogh s story might have survived at all had it not

been for his sister in law the teacher translator and socialist jo van gogh bonger jo married the painter s

brother theo in 1889 and over the next two years lived through the deaths of both vincent and her new

husband left with an infant son she inherited little save a cache of several hundred paintings and an

enormous archive of letters advised to consign these materials to an attic she instead dedicated her life to

making them known over the next three decades she tirelessly promoted vincent s art organizing major

exhibitions and compiling and editing the correspondence the first edition of which included as a preface

her account of van gogh s life this short biography written from a vantage point of familial intimacy affords

a revealing and at times heartbreaking testimony to the painter s perilous life an introduction by the art

critic and scholar martin gayford provides an insightful discussion of the author s relationship with the van

goghs while abundant color illustrations throughout the book trace the development of the painter s

signature style

Vincent Van Gogh

2005

a carefully selected edition of the letters of van gogh for this great artist it is unusually difficult to separate

his life from his work these letters reveal his inner turmoil and strength of character and provide an

extraordinary insight into the intensity and creativity of his artistic life

Letters to an Artist

1936

contains sixteen fold out pages that open up to four times the individual page size that show details of

some of vincent van gogh s most celebrated paintings and includes brief text that discusses the artist s

life and career

A Memoir of Vincent van Gogh

2018-04-03

this man will go insane or leave us all far behind prophesied the great impressionist camille pissarro the

man was vincent van gogh 1853 1890 a vicar s son born at groot zundert near breda in holland van gogh

was a solitary despairing and self destructive man and followed a variety of professions before becoming

an artist he craved recognition throughout his life which was denied until after his self inflicted death today

he is universally recognised as one of the great forerunners of 20th century painting and one of the tragic

masters of art this study by the two leading experts reiner metzer and ingo f walther who previously



published the first ever complete paintings of van gogh follows the artist from the early gloom laden

paintings in which he captured the misery of peasants and workers in his home province through the

bright and colourful paintings from his period in paris to the work of his final years under the southern sun

in arles where at last he found the light that produced the unmistakable van gogh style bombarded by

influences from every quarter van gogh tried a number of approaches and techniques before leaving arles

in 1888 in search of a new style and in a feverish burst of creative energy that marked the last two and a

half years of his life he produced the 465 paintings on which his immortality rests

The Letters of Vincent Van Gogh

2011-08-18

this volume presents an in depth look at vincent van gogh s painting the starry night one of the most

beloved works in the collection of the museum of modern art an essay by richard thomson watson gordon

professor of fine art at the university of edinburgh and full color reproductions including sumptuous details

that offer close observation of the artist s singular technique allow for a deeper understanding of this

iconic work book jacket

Vincent Van Gogh

1999

a compelling new look at a legendary genius with full color reproductions of each of van gogh s self

portraits never before collected in one volume the text combines telling excerpts from the artist s own

writings and insightful comments from a noted art historian includes all the known photos of van gogh and

a timeline of his life

Vincent Van Gogh, 1853-1890

1987

this book explores van gogh s and gauguin s concepts of spirituality in life and art and the ways in which

their ideas and the events of their personal lives shaped their creation of repertoires of meaningful

symbolic motifs

Vincent Van Gogh: Etten, April 1881 - Paris, February 1888

1990

van gogh helped shape 19th century concepts of painting with his creativity and technique over the course

of several years yet he remains the symbol of the tortured artist this boxed set features van gogh s

correspondence as well as his paintings which express a new approach to color



Vincent Van Gogh

1994

discusses the life work and legacy of nineteenth century dutch artist vincent van gogh

Vincent Van Gogh

1952

one of the most celebrated artists of western art the post impressionist vincent van gogh created

masterpieces that are now famous for their striking colour emphatic brushwork and contoured forms

although the artist died in obscurity his artworks would go on to change the course of modern art

powerfully influencing expressionism and the works of leading artists a first of its kind in digital print the

masters of art series allows readers to explore the works of the world s greatest artists in comprehensive

detail this volume presents the complete paintings and letters of the dutch master for all art lovers this

stunning collection offers a personal and unique digital portrait of one of the world s greatest artists

version 2 features the complete paintings of vincent van gogh over 800 paintings fully indexed and

arranged in chronological order features a special highlights section with concise introductions to the

masterpieces giving valuable contextual information beautiful detail images allowing you to explore van

gogh s celebrated works in detail numerous images relating to van gogh s life and works includes over

800 letters explore the artist s vast and scholarly correspondence with his brother theo even includes the

detailed biography by van gogh s sister in law hundreds of images in stunning colour highly recommended

for tablets iphone and ipad users or as a valuable reference tool on traditional ereaders updated with

improved and larger images please visit delphiclassics com for more information and to browse our range

of titles contents the highlights still life with cabbage and clogs avenue of poplars in autumn the potato

eaters skull with burning cigarette self portrait with straw hat the white orchard portrait of the postman

joseph roulin still life vase with twelve sunflowers vincent s house in arles the yellow house the cafÉ

terrace on the place du forum arles at night portrait of dr gachet vincent s bedroom in arles vincent s chair

with his pipe the red vineyard self portrait with bandaged ear the starry night wheat field with cypresses

irises wheat field with crows the paintings the complete paintings alphabetical list of paintings the letters

the correspondence of vincent van gogh the biography memoir of vincent van gogh by johanna gesina

van gogh please visit delphiclassics com for more information

Vincent Van Gogh

2008

an introduction to the work of impressionist vincent van gogh tracing the relationship between the artist s

life and work photographs show van gogh s most famous masterpieces in detail to explore his creative

methods and techniques the book is aimed at both ks2 history and art curriculum



Vincent, A Complete Portrait

1994-08-31

written from the heart and without restraint alive the new york times vincent van gogh the great but

tormented artist bared his tortured yet ecstatic soul in his letters to his confidant and companion his

beloved brother theo these letters reveal the man behind such masterpieces as the starry night and the

bedroom a desperate man whose quest for love became a flight into madness and for whom every day

was a fight for life irving stone acclaimed author of lust for life and other remarkable biographic novels has

collected vincent van gogh s fascinating letters to theo here we see the great artist as a human being as

well as a man with an appointment with destiny van gogh is a man struggling with doubts and fears beset

by poverty and mental illness but also a painter who dares to break all the rules of academic art to create

priceless masterpieces never honored during his lifetime he was part of the coterie of great artists of his

day while as the same time an intimate of aging streetwalkers these letters are outpourings of his soul

that paint a vibrant self portrait in words equal to the intensity and emotion his painting created this is the

personal story of a legend

The Pursuit of Spiritual Wisdom

1998

vincent van gogh s life and work are so intertwined that it is hardly possible to observe one without

thinking of the other van gogh has indeed become the incarnation of the suffering misunderstood martyr

of modern art the emblem of the artist as an outsider an article published in 1890 gave details about van

gogh s illness the author of the article saw the painter as a terrible and demented genius often sublime

sometimes grotesque always at the brink of the pathological very little is known about vincent s childhood

at the age of eleven he had to leave the human nest as he called it himself for various boarding schools

the first portrait shows us van gogh as an earnest nineteen year old at that time he had already been at

work for three years in the hague and later in london in the gallery goupil co in 1874 his love for ursula

loyer ended in disaster and a year later he was transferred to paris against his will after a particularly

heated argument during christmas holidays in 1881 his father a pastor ordered vincent to leave with this

final break he abandoned his family name and signed his canvases simply vincent he left for paris and

never returned to holland in paris he came to know paul gauguin whose paintings he greatly admired the

self portrait was the main subject of vincent s work from 1886c88 in february 1888 vincent left paris for

arles and tried to persuade gauguin to join him the months of waiting for gauguin were the most

productive time in van gogh s life he wanted to show his friend as many pictures as possible and decorate

the yellow house but gauguin did not share his views on art and finally returned to paris on 7 january

1889 fourteen days after his famous self mutilation vincent left the hospital where he was convalescing

although he hoped to recover from and to forget his madness but he actually came back twice more in the

same year during his last stay in hospital vincent painted landscapes in which he recreated the world of



his childhood it is said that vincent van gogh shot himself in the side in a field but decided to return to the

inn and went to bed the landlord informed dr gachet and his brother theo who described the last moments

of his life which ended on 29 july 1890 i wanted to die while i was sitting next to him promising that we

would try to heal him he answered la tristesse durera toujours the sadness will last forever

Vincent Van Gogh 2 Volume Set

2008

introduces the life of vincent van gogh a dutch artist whose paintings had become the most famous and

valuable on earth by the end of the twentieth century

Vincent Van Gogh

2006-01

a literary classic the letters of vincent van gogh captures the voice of one of the most beloved and

important artists of all time though vincent van gogh is often thought of as a mad genius in the letters of

vincent van gogh the thoughtful effervescent and sensitive man is revealed to readers through his own

voice this collection of letters arranged in chronological order and written to vincent s closest confidant his

brother and art dealer theo provide a riveting narrative of van gogh s life the letters expose vincent s

creative process his joy and inspiration derived from literature japanese art and nature as well as his

many romantic disappointments and constant poverty also documented are vincent s close relationships

with fellow artists especially paul gauguin van gogh s tender and often ebullient letters provide a sharp

contrast to the devastating and frequently violent mental breakdowns that plagued and eventually

destroyed him collected and edited by art historian mark roskill this volume also includes a chronology a

short memoir by van gogh s sister in law that fills in many of the blanks of vincent s early years and

reproductions of selected artwork discussed in van gogh s letters an epistolary classic the letters of

vincent van gogh is not just an important historical collection but also a captivating treasure

Vincent Van Gogh

1947

today he is universally seen as one of the great forerunners of 20th century painting and one of the tragic

masters of art

The Works of Vincent Van Gogh

1970

classified as a post impressionist van gogh is perhaps one of the world s most famous and instantly



recognisable artists famous almost as much for his embodiment of a tortured romantic artist as for his

bold and usually distorted artworks his works now fetch some of the highest prices in the world of fine art

this beautifully illustrated and meticulously researched project will be hugely popular as a collector s item

for both van gogh s established fans and for those wishing to learn about him for the first time with the

inclusion of facsimiles of some 30 documents including van gogh s famous private letters the treasures of

van gogh offers a unique insight into his life and works from his childhood and youth in zundert in

southern netherlands the time he spent as a missionary and the gradual decline in his mental health that

led him to cut off part of his ear and eventually to commit suicide

The Life and Work of Vincent Van Gogh

1984

the murder of vietnamesencent van gogh there is one incontrovertible fact vietnamesencent van gogh the

famous and infamous 19th century painter was shot and died was vietnamesencent van gogh murdered

that question can only be answered with logical supposition when it is impossible to prove the truth or

untruth of a thing then truth matters little therefore what is known as the truth could be a lie and contrary

wise what is believed a lie may prove truth let us begin this tale where all good murders begin a body not

vietnamesencent van gogh s but a woman s the year 1879 the place le chat noir

Delphi Complete Works of Vincent van Gogh (Illustrated)

2014-07-09

this slipcased set of two volumes contain beautifully reproduced paintings and drawings that vincent van

gogh wished to be remembered by these include his extraordinary still lifes landscapes portraits and self

portraits more than 500 drawings in glorious color and crisp black and white photographs

An Introduction to Vincent Van Gogh

2001-05-17

one hundred years after the death of the great artist vincent van gogh this charming volume celebrates his

genius and gives rich insights into his life through full color reproductions of his paintings and excerpts

from his letters from provence full color and black and white illustrations size c

Vincent Van Gogh

1935



The Letters of Vincent Van Gogh

1980

Vincent Van Gogh: Paintings and Drawings

1958

Dear Theo

1995-09-01

Vincent Van Gogh: Arles, February 1888 - Auver-sur-Oise, July 1890

1990

Van Gogh

2011-07-01

Vincent Van Gogh

2003-12-30

Discovering the World of Vincent Van Gogh

2006

Personal Recollections of Vincent Van Gogh

1913

Letters of Vincent Van Gogh

2008-11-18
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1998

The Treasures of Vincent Van Gogh

2007

Vincent Van Gogh: Nuenen, 1883-1885

1997

The Murder of Vincent Van Gogh

2008-12

Vincent Van Gogh: Drawings

1990
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